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ABSTRACT 

In this project the comparison of the continuous gate drivers and self 

driven gate drivers' characteristics, performance, operation modes, advantages, 

and disadvantages are analyzed and observed. Both of the gate drivers will be 

applied at synchronous buck converter, SBC as the output circuit and also with 

switching frequency of 1 MHz. PSPICE software is used in designing and 

simulating the respective circuit. The comparison is carried out based on the 

output voltage, current, node voltage, output ripple voltage and current, gate-to

source voltage, and body diode conduction loss of the continuous and self-driven 

gate drivers. Type III compensator and AGD are applied to both switches in the 

SBC circuit. At the end of the simulation, adding AGD to the SBC reduces the 

dead time, body diode conduction and also cross-conduction losses in DCM. SBC 

shows an improvement up to 9.70% and 9.78 %on output voltage, current and 

also has virtually zero on the body diode conduction losses when both 

compensator and AGD are applied. For CCM and DCM, it is observed that SBC 

with COD, AGD and compensator-AGO produce high output current in CCM 

compared to DCM. COD with SBC, the output current in CCM improves 12.22 % 

compared to DCM. Besides, AGD with SBC is the least preferable circuit 

compared to compensator-AGO, MPPT-Vpulse, parallelism, and COD because of 

the lower output voltage and current produced, higher output ripple for voltage 

and current, and higher body diode conduction loss in the SBC. Here the output 

voltage and current is reduced to 15.30 % and 15.21 % respectively as it is 

compared to MPPT- Vpulse· 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

There are two types of the gate drivers to be studied and evaluated. They 

are the continuous and self-driven gate drivers. Both of them will be observed for 

their advantages and disadvantages based on the application of converter circuit. 

The comparisons of both gate drivers will be within scope of high frequency and 

high power switch converter, power MOSFET, soft switching techniques, 

analogue study and power electronics study. 

In this project, the significant differences between both of the drivers have 

become a guideline in proposing new solution to solve the gate drivers' issues, 

and at the same time can help the electrical and electronics company improve their 

product's quality and reduce cost in purchasing the suitable component. 

The operation and characteristic for both drivers will be observed and 

analyzed effectively via the output results. Synchronous Buck Converter (SBC) 

which is widely used in industry for lower power conversion. Here the switches in 

SBC are connected to compensator and adaptive control circuit. This is to observe 

the switches performance when the circuit is self driven. Thus throughout the 

project, knowledge in those related topics will be applied. 
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1.2 Research Rationale 

In this work the resultant output of the SBC is observed based on the 

implementation of both gate drivers. SBC with the continuous gate driver acts 

as the initial condition for all aspects such as the output voltage and current, 

body diode conduction losses, and dead time between operating switches. This 

is because, all effects like switching characteristics, node voltage and resultant 

outputs of the SBC with continuous gate driver will be noted and compared 

when it is upgraded to be the self driven circuit as the self driven gate driver is 

applied to it. Besides, by doing this project also can shows self driven gate 

driver or the continuous gate driver can give better performance for high 

frequency converter design. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this project are: 

I) To understand the concept and theory of the gate drivers. 

2) To study the differences between the continuous and self-driven gate drivers. 

3) To apply the compensator and adaptive control technique to the gate drivers. 

4) To be able to analyze the advantages, disadvantages, issues, switching and 

other losses such as the body diode conduction loss on the converter 

application with respect to continuous and self-driven gate drivers. 
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1.4 Scope of Study 

In this project, the study on the fundamental of the power electronics is 

applied in order to understand the operation and concept of the gate drivers. The 

designing, simulating and analyzing on the continuous and self driven gate drivers 

will be conducted for high power and high frequency DC-DC converter 

application. Then the understanding on the fundamental study of the control 

scheme and compensator technique is applied in designing the self driven gate 

driver. The evaluation on both gate drivers' performance based on the selected 

design will be studied so that the significant difference of each gate driver can be 

assessed and compared. 

In this work, the evaluations are narrowed down to the output voltage and 

current, node voltage, output ripple peak-to-peak voltage and current, and the 

body diode conduction loss. In addition, all circuits' parameters are calculated 

based on the SBC conduction mode which is in CCM and DCM. For CCM, the 

values used are C1= 0.625 Jlf, L1= 15 IJH, and R=3.5 n, meanwhile in DCM the 

values are C1 = 9.375 J.tF, L1 = 1 J.lH and R = 4 n [19]. 1 MHz of switching 

frequency is used. 
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1.5 Problem statement 

As stated in the project background, there are two gate drivers to be 

evaluated in terms of their differences and effectiveness. However, both of them 

have issues when they come to the high switching frequency applications. This is 

because nowadays the power converter's switching frequency is being pushed to 

MHz range to provide small component size and fast transient response. This 

contributes to the turn-on and turn-off losses, lower efficiency and excessive 

power loss of the gate drivers. 

Furthermore, many researches claim that the self-driven gate driver is 

better than the continuous gate driver. But, there are limitations based on specific 

application. Thus the study of continuous and self-driven gate drivers needs to be 

investigated thoroughly in order to see the significant differences between them. 

By analyzing the issues, this can also lead to proper solutions which contribute to 

the improvement of both gate drivers. They will be designed and the differences 

between them are noted and analyzed using SBC. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Pulse Width Modulation 

Pulse width Modulation, PWM techniques are used in digital-to-analog 

conversion, power conversion and DC-DC voltage conversion. The 'high' and 

'low' signals of digital pulses are used to create analogue outputs. The duty ratio, 

D which is known as the percentage of on-time in one complete switching cycle to 

produce voltage in range of 0 %-10 % of the maximum supplied voltage, is 

adjusted depending on the PWM resolution. The period of the PWM is the 

arbitrary time given and this is based on the switching circuit. 

v 

v V~ Gen9!SietJ 
Pulse: 

;---;· .... ,/ .... r-· -""""'1 
' / 

Figure 1: PWM signals [I] 
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Two types of PWM used nowadays are the digital and analogue PWM. 

The analogue PWM signals can be generated when comparing the triangular 

waveform voltage, V tri with the reference voltage Vref using ramp generator and 

comparator as illustrated in Figure 1. 

--------~+ 

>---vo 
Vref 

Figure 2: PWM generator 

Figure 2 shows the PWM generator where both of the signals that are 

feeding into the comparator will be compared. The comparator will generate the 

output voltage, Vo when the V tri goes above the Vref. The output voltage depends 

on the swing voltage applied to the comparator. Meanwhile for the digital PWM, 

it is generated using the combinational logic circuits such as TTL chips, FPGA or 

ASIC programming. 

In driving MOSFET switch, an accurate design of PWM is needed 

especially for the gate driver application. This is because, the range of the gate 

voltage should be above its threshold voltage, Vth so that it can turn on with 

sufficient charge. 

However, when it comes to high switching frequency for example in 

megahertz application, the output of the PWM usually contains high harmonic 

distortion and noise making the design more complex. Besides that, the use of the 
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PWM at higher switching frequency normally causes considerable losses due to 

the switching behaviour on the semiconductor device [1]. 

2.2 Gate Driver Circuit 

Gate driver is an interface between control for low power electronics and 

high power switch and it is used in activation of on and off signals to the switch. 

This circuit amplifies control signal to a level required to drive the power switch. 

It also provides electrical isolation between the power switch and logic level [2]. 

It is also an electronic circuit that applies correct power levels to Metal 

Oxide Silicon Field effect, (MOSFET) transistor and insulated gate bipolar 

transistor, (IGBT). With power MOSFETs, the gate driver can be implemented as 

transformers, discrete transistors or dedicated integrate circuits, IC and it is also 

integrated within the controller ICs. Most of high frequency applications use 

silicon based devices such as MOSFETs and IGBT. To drive the power 

MOSFETs at very high frequencies, partitioning the gate-drive function of 

controllers that use the pulse width modulation, PWM are needed to improve the 

controller stability by eliminating the high peak currents and heat dissipation [3]. 

There are three losses in driving the power MOSFET which are: 

a) Conduction loss- It refers to the power loss dissipated by the gate resistor. 

b) Cross-conduction- This is caused by the "shoot-through" current going 

through the power MOSFET. "Shoot- through" current is defined as the 

condition when both MOSFETs are either fully or partially turned on. This 

results in providing a path for current to "shoot-through" from input 

voltage to ground. 

c) Switching loss - This is a loss of the crossover between the voltage and 

current of each power MOSFET switch. 
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Since the PWM period is arbitrary time given based on the switching 

circuit, the fundamental of the PWM timing can be categorized into two 

categories which are the self driven and continuous driven. Thus, the gate driver 

can also be classified into two types: the continuous and self-driven gate driver. 

2.2.1 Continuous Gate Driver 

Continuous gate driver is a driver where the signal pulses are provided 

continuously to the switch. It will continuously turn on and supply the voltage to 

the power MOSFET circuit when it receives the signal. One of the examples of 

continuous gate driver is the conventional gate driver. This gate driver has been 

developed since 1970s where all gate drivers have the same circuit configuration 

of half bridge structure which is also known as the totem-pole driver [1], and they 

use fixed gate resistance for turn on and turn off sequences. 

M, 

Figure 3: Conventional Gate Driver 
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Figure 3 shows the conventional gate drive circuit that contains the bipolar 

totem-pole pair of driving switches, M1, and M2, equivalent driving resistor Rg 

between the driving switches and the Power MOSFET [1]. This circuit is widely 

used in present power converters. For fast driving capability in both M1 and M2, 

they receive the control signal from the PWM controllers. As PWM signals 

supplied to M1 and M2, the switches will tum on when the gate voltage, VG for 

both of them reach or above their V th and this is indicated in the black circle 

shown in Figure 4. As illustrated in Figure 4 also, V,h for M1 and M2 is 4 V 

(IRFP250). 

Va. Gate Voltage 

12 
v.........._ la v ld,= 30A f4; F= 160 

f4; = 100 v~ v 
8 ~ ~~ ~ /"'"" 

B \l I...._ 

I M1 rM2tu n-on ru Varea phes o above he 
thr shold 

I 
0 25 50 75 100 

9.:, Gate Charge <!!9 

Figure 4: VGversus Q8 

The switches will tum on alternately based on the duty ratio that has been 

set in the PWM setting. The charging and discharging of the gate capacitance of 

power MOSFET for this gate driver can cause the gate energy loss. The gate 

energy is dissipated M1, M2 and the external resistance Rg [5]. This conventional 
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gate driver will be used to control the turn on and turn off of the Synchronous 

Buck Converter (SBC) circuit. 

2.2.1.1 Continuous Gate Driver Issues 

The issues here will be based on conventional gate driver, (CGD) since it 

has similar characteristics and operation as the continuous gate driver. When the 

switching frequency increases up to 200 kHz, the driving loss causes high power 

dissipation in the external resistor Rg [1, 5]. 

Therefore, it is observed that it has limitations in high frequency 

applications, where it experiences significant gate driving losses especially in 

high-current applications that require large die size active switches [ 4]. The gate 

driving loss is proportional to switching frequency. As a result, this gate driving 

loss may often offset the advantages gained by the lower conduction losses with a 

large die size MOSFET. 

In addition, the switching speed of this driver is limited since it operates 

with voltage source RC type. Due to RC charge and discharge, this driver has a 

longer tum on and off time which is not helpful in reducing the switching loss. 

The MOSFET gate current is also limited to a value less than the peak driver 

current during the turn on and off times [ 5]. 

. · ... ·r~-~~.:::····-·-·-·-·-·: ___ 481" 

' , V =51' g, Gale Olive 
~ rtCIIAeedle¢ •• 

·•············L ....... ov c~~=.;- i 

Figure 5: Typical MOSFET gate voltage: UCC37322 driving IRF6618 at lMHz [5] 
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Moreover, CGD also has large source impedance where it has several 

resistors presence in circuit. Due to that, when the MOSFET is turned on, the gate 

drive voltage is often less than the supply voltage, Vee and it is shown in Figure 5. 

This leads to greater conduction loss since MOSFET' s Rvson will decrease with 

increasing gate voltage. The typical MOSFET gate voltage waveform does not 

reach the control voltage of 5V. Moreover very large source impedance leads to 

slower turn on and hence higher tum on switching loss. [ 5]. 

ON ON 

I 
----------------------ol-<--------------o--J.Io-------------

·----------------- ----1.- --l--- -------------------------------- ------------------------1-- --l- ------------------- --· 

OFF 

I I I 

Figure 6: Dead time 

I 
I 

, ... 
I I 
I I 

• tv• 

OFF 

CGD also expenences higher gate driving loss comparable to the 

conduction loss when it is operated at higher frequency and the efficiency also 

decreases as the losses of the driver increases. Moreover, based on Figure 6, the 

dead time, tv , known as the duration of neither one of the switches is turned on is 

one of the important parameters in designing the conventional gate driver. This is 

because it can contribute to the losses if the tv of the switches at the CGD is too 

long. These losses are due to the body diode conduction. Body diode conduction 

is the situation when M1 and M2 are off, the parasitic body diode of M2 is forward 

biased and eventually will generate an undershoot of negative voltage. 
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CGD with pUlse voltage source . 

. VvulsGJ 

lu . 

Figure 7: Conventional SBC with conventional gate driver 

The issue in losses can also be observed in the SBC application by 

referring to Figure 7 where the tum-on and tum-off of the circuit are controlled by 

the CGD using the pulse voltage source V pulse· The longer the fD, the longer the 

body diode conduction will be. This allows the inductor current Iu to flow 

through the body diode of M2, and hence reduces the overall efficiency of the 

SBC circuit since it contributes to the losses. 

2. 2. 2 Self-driven Gate Driver 

Self-driven gate driver receives its signal and power internally from the 

circuit [ 6]. Besides, there is also a feedback or other circuit such as the voltage 

mode control and compensator circuit that can be used to supply the PWM signals 

to the application circuit instead of using the PWM supply or Vpulse· 
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The use of self driven concept in designing the gate driver can reduce the 

gate losses issues. For example the body diode conduction loss can be reduced 

where there is no need to set up the fD between the controls MOSFET of which 

the conventional external drivers usually do. In addition, this concept also 

contributes in simplified the driving circuitry and also recycles the partial driving 

energy. This will result in a low cost and high efficient gate driver [7]. Similar to 

the CGD, the self driven gate driver will be applied in the SBC as shown in Figure 

7 where both of the switches, M1 and M2 will be controlled by compensator and 

the adaptive circuit respectively. 

2.2.2.1 Self driven Gate Driver issues. 

The issues of the self driven gate driver can be observed based on the 

implementation of compensator and adaptive gate drive in the SBC. In terms of 

the driving circuitry, it becomes more complex because there are two main 

circuits to be added to the SBC. The difficulty in setting up the fD is also one of 

the self driven gate driver's issues. fD needs to be provided accordingly so that 

both of the MOSFETs current will not experience shoot through which can result . 

in increasing the ringing, reduced efficiency, and higher MOSFET temperature 

especially in M1 [8]. 

In addition, when the AGD control circuit is applied to M2. the starting 

point of the body diode conduction is difficult to detect because of the inaccurate 

measurement of the zero voltage transition that affects the control loop operations 

[9]. Since M1 is connected to the compensator, the design of the compensator type 

is not easy. The most suitable type of compensator needs to be determined for 

driver. 

The output of the gate driver and application circuits might be different 

from the desired result, so the selection of appropriate compensator circuit needs 

to based on its characteristics such as the phase margin, crossover frequency, loop 
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gain and etc, where each of them need to be determined and designed. The 

compensation gain should not exceed the error amplifier open loop gain because 

this is the limiting factor of the compensator [10]. 

2.3 Synchronous Buck Converter (SBC) 

It is the modified version of basic buck converter where the diode is 

replaced by M2, as shown in Figure 7. This results in having two switches, where 

both of them will be operating alternately and synchronously. By having M2 tum 

on, the efficiency of the converter is improved. 

M 1, is called the high side or controlled MOSFET and M2, is called the 

lower side or synchronous MOSFET. The ratio Va IV; is controlled by D of MJ. 

The use of M2 in the SBC results in low voltage, high frequency and high current 

applications. When the diode is replaced by M2, the power losses are reduced. 

This is shown by the following Eq. ( 1) 

(1) 

Where PM2 is the power loss at M2, RDS(ONJ is the active resistance of M2 and D is 

the duty cycle. This can be shown that the power loss depends on Rns(oN) and the 

diode. 

Besides, in order to avoid the cross conduction between the two switches 

of the circuit, it is important to have M2 tum on when M1 is turned off. However 

the efficiency might be reduced due to tD. Besides, this converter can also 

experience the shoot-through state where both of the switches tum on 

simultaneously and result in a short circuit in the input voltage source [11]. 
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2.3.1 SBC issues 

When diode is replaced with M2, this may decrease the efficiency of the 

converter at light load where it allows lu from entering the Discontinuous 

Conduction Mode, (DCM) and maintaining operation in Continuous Conduction 

Mode, (CCM). This means that SBC can operate at higher switching frequency 

but will produce low efficiency at low output power. Then the complexity of the 

converter is increased as a complementary output switch driver is needed. 

SBC also suffers from cross conduction losses where both MOSFETs are 

either fully or partially turned on. In this condition, it provides a path for the 

current to shoot through from the input voltage to ground. Thus the cross 

conduction will lead to the excessive power dissipation in both switches due to the 

current that short the power supply to the ground through them, and hence it 

might damage one or both of switches practically [ 1 ,9]. 

Furthermore, SBC requires two passive filter components which are the 

inductor, capacitor and also a resistor. These components will increase the overall 

size of the SBC. So this actually increases the cost of the converter. Since SBC 

uses MOSFETs as the switches, this causes variable switching delays due to the 

variations in gate charge and threshold voltage from one MOSFET to another. 

As mentioned before, SBC also experiences tv where both switches are 

turned off. This is due to the standard control circuits which compensate for the 

variations in gate charge and threshold of the MOSFETs by delaying the tum on 

drive of the M 2, until the gate voltage of the M 1 falls below a threshold. Because 

of the delay, tv is created and the efficiency of the converter is degraded [12]. 
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2.4 Adaptive Gate Drive (AGD) 

To improve the efficiency of the power conversiOn, to has to be 

minimized. However it must not be too small since it can damage both of the 

switches. Thus an adaptive control scheme is introduced to the power conversion 

applications. It can produce the shortest of to for MOSFET without producing 

shoot-through. This is because this gate driver holds a dynamic compensation of 

to in order to avoid short circuit and keeping the to itself to be minimized. Thus, 

the body diode losses can be reduced. In addition, it looks at the Vgs of the 

MOSFET where it is driven off to determine when to turn on one of the MOSFET 

in the SBC. So control loop is used to detect the state of MOSFET before 

allowing M2 to turn on. 

Digital 
Delay 
Line 

Feedback 
LOOP 

Output circuit 

Comparator 

Figure 8: Block Diagram for AGD Control Circuit 

Based on Figure 8, the control loop has a digital delay line which detects 

the phase difference between the state transition of M1 and M2. It also provides a 

delay that corresponds to magnitude of the phase difference. For the feedback 

loop, a delay control circuit is adapted to send the delay PWM signal to the 

switch. Here the comparator is used to detect the drain source voltage of the M2 so 
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that the digital delay line can adjust the amount of delay applied to turn on the M2. 

It is turned on only when the switch node voltage is zero without considering the 

propagation delays [1,13]. Moreover in between M2 turn off and M 1 turn on, the tv 

needs to be set accordingly so that cross conduction can be avoided during the 

state transition. 

u 

AND GaleA .. 1 

2 ·•b? M 
8 - 2 ¥ 
+ 

Figure 9: Digital Delay Line for AGD Control Circuit 

Meanwhile, Figure 9 shows the digital delay line for AGD control circuit 

which consists of an inverter, NOT~ GateA and AND~ Gate A that controls M2. 

This circuit ensures M2 will only turn on when the node voltage is fully turned off. 

The output y of the AND~ Gate A is derived from the Truth Table and Boolean 

expression of the digital delay line where y = M • B 

Table 1: Truth Table of the Digital Delay Line 

Input Output 

M B B y 

0 0 l 0 

0 l 0 0 

l 0 1 l 

1 1 0 0 
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From Table 1, output 0 shows that the switch is off at zero voltage and 1 

indicates that the switch is on representing the maximum voltage. The digital 

clock will trigger the switch as the input is equal to 1 but again it is noted that 

switch M2 will not turn on until the switch node voltage is zero [ 1, 9]. 

2.5 Compensator 

Compensator is also one of the techniques, used to control the switch of 

the gate driver circuit. The input of the compensator is the output voltage of the 

application circuit. Here, the compensator is applied to M1 switch of the SBC 

circuit. There are two common types of compensator implemented to the SBC. 

There are Type II and Type III compensator. 

The compensation circuit design is important for system performance of 

the circuit. For integrated design, the low value of compensation capacitors, 

CJ, Cp1 and Cz2 are chosen in order to stabilize the system with a very limited 

available space. The advantage of the integration process is the ability to achieve 

high switching frequency which leads to the opportunity in designing high 

bandwidth loop compensation. The feedback design should have the following 

characteristics [14, 15]: 

a) DC gain must be large so that the steady-state error between the output 

and the reference signal is small. 

b) For the phase margin, it is preferred to be more than 45°. The 

recommended values for the SBC system stability is between 45° and 60°. 

c) Gain at the switching frequency should be small enough so that the output 

of the error amplifier has smaller ripple. 

d) Error amplifier gain at switching frequency should be designed with 

appropriate value in order to prevent jitter of the switching waveform. 
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2.5.1 Type II Compensator 

Type II Compensator helps shape the profile of the gain with respect to 

frequency and also gives the 90° boost to the phase. The boost is to counteract the 

effects of the resonant output filter at the double pole. Figure 10 is the Type II 

compensator network. 

REFERENCE 

Figure 10: Type II compensator [10, 12] 

However, Type II compensator used in converters with output capacitor filter, 

C1 has a high ESR. It is also usually used in first-order filter such as the current 

mode converter [12, 28]. This work has low output capacitor ESR and hence it is 

not practical to apply Type II compensator to the SBC. The most suitable 

compensator is Type III compensator where it will be discussed in section 2. 5 .2. 
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2.5.2 Type Ill Compensator 

In this work, the Type III compensator is used for PWM signal generation 

at M1. This is because usually designers use this type of compensator to 

compensate the high switching frequency buck and synchronous converters with 

the output ceramic capacitors. Type III network shapes the profile of the gain with 

respect to the frequency in order to utilize two zeros so that a phase boost of 180° 

can be reached. This is to counteract the effects of an under damped resonance of 

the output filter at the double pole [12, 14]. Figure 11 is the Type III circuit used 

in this work. 

Vo R input 

VcoMP 

Figure 11: Type III compensator [10, 12] 

Based on Figure 11, Vo of the SBC circuit will be fed into the compensator 

circuit. Then it is compared with the Vref by the comparator. If Vo is more than 3 V 

or equal to 3 V, the value of the Vo of the SBC is chosen to be the output of the 

compensator and will be used to turn on M1. 
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2.6 Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) 

CCM means that the current in the energy transfer inductor never goes to 

zero between switching cycles. The inductor current cannot be instantaneously 

interrupted. When M1 is tum-on, it will result in a sudden change in the inductor 

current. Thus M2 must be turned on alternately so the continuity of the current can 

be maintained. In second-order converters that depend on the arrangement of the 

switches and L, the possible topologies are buck, boost and buck-boost [16]. 

2.7 Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM) 

In DCM, the inductor current goes to zero during the part of switching 

cycle. Hence there is a short interval where the inductor current will be zero. This 

operation is frequently encountered in de-de converters because they normally 

operate under the open load conditions [ 16]. This mode will result in significant 

changes in steady-state conversion ratio and the closed-loop dynamic charges. 

Besides it also affects the voltage gain (M), where M becomes load-dependent, 

the output impedance is increased and the control output voltage may be lost 

when load is removed [ 17]. 

2.8 Body diode Conduction Loss 

Body diode conduction occurs during a brief period just before or just after 

the switching transition, during which the freewheeling MOSFET conducts the 

current with zero gate voltage [18]. This means that it occurs when M1 and M2 are 

turned off. The parasitic body diode of M 1 or M2 is forward biased due to the 

continuity of inductor current. As a results an undershoot of approximately -0.7 V 

is generated at node voltage. 
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The whole negative duration indicates the duration of body diode 

conduction. The conduction of the body diode of each MOSFET is detected when 

the drain current las. of the MOSFET has negative value. For example, M2 body 

diode is turned on by the circulating inductor current that flows into the inductor 

as soon as M1 is turned off Same goes to M1 body diode, it will tum on once the 

M2 is turned off 

Figure 10 shows the effect of the body diode for both of the switches. 

They can be noted as shown in the black circles. 

~~---------------------------------------------------------------------- --

' n 
~- L----- Node Voltage 

n 

I 
Body diode conduction loss 

Figure 12: Body diode conduction loss effect 

The period of the body diode conduction is related to the dead time of the 

MOSFET. Normally the body diode conduction period is longer as the dead time 

of the MOSFET is longer. This is proven as in the Eq. (2) below: 

(2) 
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where: 

Vr = body diode forward voltage drop 

tbd = body diode conduction time 

The loss is proportional to the body diode conduction time. Thus smaller 

dead time is required in order to reduce the losses if the SBC operates in high 

switching frequency. Besides by allowing the inductor current to flow through 

each body diode of the MOSFET, this can degrade the overall efficiency of SBC 

since it contributes to the losses. 

2.9 Summarizing of continuous and self driven gate driver 

Based on the research conducted it is noticed that, continuous and self 

driven gate driver have their own advantages and disadvantages .Table 2 shows 

the summary of the comparisons for both gate drivers. 
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Table 2: Summary of Continuous and Self driven gate Driver 

Paper Continuous gate driver Paper Self-driven gate driver 

• It receives its signal from a control • It receives its signal and power internally 

circuit such as PWM control circuit. from the circuit. 

• Gate losses increase when switching • Gate losses are lower but have possibility 

frequency increases. to experience shut down when the dead 

• It is considered to be the fastest gate time occur . 

driver and simple in design. • Results in fast switching speeds, no timing 

[1],[6] • If the tn of the switches at the gate driver [6] issues and simple designs. 

is too long, the body diode conduction • The circuit can be more complex if the gate 

losses become higher. driver circuit is upgraded for improvement 

such as adding the adaptive control scheme 

to compensate the signal delay time. 

• The driving circuitry is simplified, and 
• It experiences significant gate driving 

losses especially in high-current 
partial driving energy can be recycled This 

[4] 
application that require large die size 

[7] results in low cost and high efficiency 

solution. 
active switches. 

• Switching speed of this driver is limited • If the adaptive control scheme is applied 

since it operates with voltage source RC. to the gate drivers, the starting point of 

• During tum on and off time of the body diode conduction is difficult to 

MOSFET, the gate current is limited to a detect 

value that less than the peak driver 

[5] current [9] 

• It also has large source impedance 

presence in the circuit that makes the 

gate drive voltage of the MOSFET less 

than the supply voltage. 

Further investigation will be done for both gate drivers on SBC circuit. 

The output of SBC will then be observed and analyzed so that the differences 

between them can be notified: output voltage, current, body diode conduction 

losses, output ripple peak-to-peak voltage and current. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Procedure Identification 

The overall design methodology throughout this project is shown in Figure 10 

below: 

Research on Gate drivers 

(continuous and self driven) 

Circuit Design 

PSPICE Simulation 

Yes 

Analysis performance 

Parameter retuned 

Figure 13: Flowchart of the methodology for this project 
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3.2 Research 

Research is conducted with respect to basic operation and concept for both 

gate drivers. All information such as related waveforms, issues, and associated 

techniques in designing the gate drivers are gathered from the internet, journals 

and thesis. The purpose is to understand, investigate the issues and also to obtain 

the characteristics and differences between both gate drivers. Further research has 

also been carried out on the improvement and performances of the drivers and this 

will be based on the SBC circuit. 

3.3 Circuit design 

The project starts with designing and simulating the basic CGD circuit, 

followed by SBC with CGD, AGD with SBC and the combination of Type III 

compensator and AGD with the SBC. Thorough analysis on the performance of 

the SBC is done to obtain the differences in performance between the continuous 

and self driven. 

In this step the continuous and self-driven gate drivers are designed. All 

related topologies, selection of the suitable components, parameters and 

calculations will be determined. Here the conventional and self driven gate driver 

circuits are designed based on the design specifications as follows: 

Design specification 

a) D: 0.25 

b) Vi:12V 
c) V0 : 3V 
d) Switching frequency Is = I MHz 

The output circuit for both of them is the SBC circuit. The purpose having 

SBC circuit as the application circuit is because this circuit is widely used in the 
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industry and also in many electronics applications such as the voltage regulator in 

the laptop. This is because, SBC is good in converting the 12 V-24 V typical 

battery voltage in a laptop down to the few volts needed by the process. When the 

power is transferred in the "reverse" direction, it acts much like a boost converter. 

Besides it is also used as the DC-DC converter in stepping down the 12 V car 

battery to 3 V in order to run the personal CD player. Thus, in this project, there 

are four circuits that will be designed in this project. There are: 

1) Conventional gate driver, CGD. 

2) CGD with SBC. 

3) Adaptive gate driver, AGD with SBC 

4) Compensator-AGD with SBC. 
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3.3.1 Circuits schematics 

PWMC§ 
M1

1 Vo 

Rg vi • 

Vnode 

PWMG) 

M2
1 

Figure 14: Conventional Gate Driver 

Figure 14 shows the CGD schematic circuit designed for driving the 

Power MOSFET switch. This circuit is used to supply correct PWM signals to M3. 

The setting of PWM1 and PWM2 are fixed and used also in CGD with SBC, AGD 

with SBC and also the combination of the compensator and AGD with SBC. 
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Figure 15: CGD with SBC 

Meanwhile for CGD with SBC circuit schematic is shown in Figure 15. 

The PWM settings for both M1 and M2 are based on the CGD circuit. The value of 

inductor, capacitor and resistor for this circuit is determined based on the SBC 

conduction mode. Here all the calculated values for CCM and DCM use the 

design equations from Eq. (3) to Eq. (7) [11]. 

Inductor voltage,V1 = L1~~ = Vin- V0 

Output Ripple voltage,d VL ( t) = _!J.I_,L"'-1-'-( t"-)T-"-s 
8C1 

Inductor ripple current,Llft(t) = 8C1.fs. LlV1(t) 

0 · d L D'~" Vin-Vo utput m uctor, 1 ;::: ' s --( -) 
!!.!£ t 

!J.IL 
Output capacitor,C1 = 

Bfst.V0 
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1 
Output filter cut-off frequency, fc = 

2rr~ 
(8) 

After that, the circuit is simulated and the node voltage, output voltage, 

current and also the inductor current are observed. Node voltage is observed to 

ensure the PWM or switching pulses are generated correctly. For the output 

voltage and current, they are measured based on their average values. Then the 

inductor current is determined to check the operation of the SBC whether it is in 

CCMorDCM. 

.. -.. 
·vi·-

. '' 1 

·tiO:_oateA · 

>'------------'-< 

~.m··············Vo L1 • .... • • • • 
.......... -.- .. 

. . - ....... . • Vnode • • · Ci • • • • • R1 . , 

Figure 16: AGD with SBC 
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Figure 16 shows the SBC circuit with M2 connected to the AGD circuit. In 

this circuit M1 is turned on by the PWM signals supplied by PWM1 while M2, the 

PWM signals used to tum it on are controlled by the AGD circuit. Here the Vp2 is 

set based on the duty ratio of M1. This is to ensure there will be no cross 

conduction between the two switches. Similar to circuit in Figure 15, the 

parameters are determined according to the SBC conduction modes. 

Type III cmnpe!lS~tor 

.I .. 

• Load •used. • It is not included in 1 
. M1 . 15m 0 • . calculation o the transfer functi 

~. -·----+ of the open I op system. 

Vnod~e~.~~==~~~~~~--~=Wo~ 
L1 DCR 

ell . Rl 

'--,.....-""' J!SR 

Part of the filter used to detel'rt!ine 
the transfer function of the open 
loop SBC 

Figure 17: Compensator-AGD with SBC 
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Figure 18: Generic Type III compensation [10,12] 

Figure 17 shows the combination of Type III compensator and AGD with 

SBC. Whereas Figure 18 shows the Generic Type III compensator which shows 

the placement of the poles and zeros. Then the transfer function of Type III 

compensator is obtained and it is derived based on circuit in Figure 11 shown in 

Eq (9): 

(9) 

According to circuit in Figure 17, there is no modulator implemented to the 

SBC. So in this case, the gain of the modulator is neglected. Hence the transfer 

function for open and closed loop of the SBC system will be generated without 
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the presence of the modulator. This in line with the purpose of designing the 

circuit in Figure 17 where the SBC is constructed as the self driven circuit. Below 

are several guidelines that can be followed for positioning the zeros and poles and 

also in determining the parameters values [10, 13] : 

a) Value R;nput is chosen between 2 kO to 5 kn. In this project, 3 kn is 

chosen. 

b) Next, a gain, (R2/ R;nput) is selected. This is to shift the Open Loop Gain up 

to give the desired bandwidth. The purpose of it is to allow the 0 dB 

crossover to occur in the frequency range where Type III network has its 

second flat gain. Eq.(10) below is used to calculate Rzi 

DBW 
Rzz = FLC Rinput (10) 

DBW is 0.3 from the switching frequency. 

c) Then is placing the zero is positioned at 50 % of the output filter double 

pole frequency. By doing that, parameter Cz2 can be obtained as in Eq. 

(11): 

1 
C Z2 = ---,--=-:=-:: 

1t .Rzz .FLC 
(11) 

d) The first pole is placed at the ESR zero frequency to determine the Cp1 

value. Eq.(12) shows how the value of Cp1 is determined: 

1 

CP1 = (2Tt .R22 .Cz2.FESR)-1 
(12) 

e) The second pole is at half switching frequency and second zero is set at the 

output filter double pole. Hence the value of Cz3 and Rz3 can be calculated 

as in Eq.(13) and Eq.(14). 

R _ Rinput 
z3 - (fsw)_1 2FLC 

(13) 

(14) 
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Then the open loop transfer function of the SBC system is derived. It is 

based on Figure 17 where KVL rule is used. The transfer function is calculated as 

follows: 

Transfer function of open loop for SBC system: Vo 
V; 

From Figure 15, Vo = (ESR + 2c) i(s) c, 

Vi= (L5 + DCR + ESR + 2.) i(s) c, 

Therefore, 

Vo ESR+ :s 
- ---=---,. 

Vi L5 + DCR+ESR+ :s 

The equation is simplified and the final transfer function is shown in Eq. (15): 

[ 
1+s.ESR.C1 ] 

1+s.(ESR+DCR).C1 + s 2 .L1 .C1 
(15) 

Next step is to obtain the closed loop of the SBC system. The closed loop 

system is when the SBC system is added with the type III compensator. Thus for 

the transfer function, it is the resultant of the combination of the compensator and 

SBC open loop transfer functions and it is given by Eq.(16): 
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After obtaining all the transfer functions, the stability of the SBC system is 

verified using MATLAB (APPENDIX A). In MATLAB, a coding is written and 

simulated for the bode plots. The bode plots represent the gain and the phase 

margin for SBC system after and before it is stabilized by the compensator. 

3.4 PSPICE simulation 

The purpose of this simulation is to check whether the circuit designed 

meet the expectation and produce the desired output. Here all parameters are set in 

the PSPICE simulation. The graphs obtained will be observed. This is to ensure 

the correct output from the designed circuit can be determined. If simulation 

results do not show the expectation graph, the circuit will be re-designed. Table 3 

below shows the simulation parameters for CGD, SBC and AGD and combination 

of compensator and AGD with SBC. The circuits are designed with 20 ns as the 

print step time and 500000 ns as the final time. 
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Table 3: Simulation Parameters ofCGD, AGD and Compensator with SBC for(s: 

lMHz 

Components Parameter Settings in PSPICE simulator and Component used 

PWMI Vl-0, V2-5V, Tr Ons T,- 5os, Tr 5ns, PW -240ns, PER- IOOOns 

PWM2 Vl-0, V2-5V, Tr 265ns, T,- 5ns, Tr 5ns, PW -710ns, PER- IOOOns 

vp, Delay- 255ns, On time -729ns, Off time- 27lns 

MbM2,M3 IRFP250 

M1 (compensator -AGD) IRFR9212 

R, 100 

Operation CCM DCM 

RI 35Q 40 

v, 12 v 12V 

L1 15 fill Ifill 

cl 0.625 ~tF 9.375 ~tF 

c,, 915 pF 915 pF 

cpl 054pF 8.31 pF 

c,, 354pF 354pF 

R,, 17JkQ 17JkQ 

R,, 3480 3480 

Rinput 3kQ 3kQ 

Comp_A, Comp_B MAX942CP AIMXM 

Not_GateA 7404 

Aod GateA 7408 

Vref 5V 

vrej2 4V 

Vrop 3V 

The variation in pulses of PWM1 and PWM2 influence the operating duty 

ratio D. Here D is to determine the length of conduction time of power MOSFET. 
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MAX942CPAIMXM is used as Comp_A and Comp_B because it is applicable 

and suitable for circuit with high switching frequency. For compensator and AGD 

with SBC circuit, P-MOSFET is used as M1. 

3.5 Analysis performance 

In this step, all graphs and data are obtained from the PSPICE simulation 

and they will be categorized based on continuous and self drive behaviour. The 

performance analysis is carried out to satisfy the objectives of this project which 

includes the dead time of the switches, output voltage and current waveform, 

losses and also the node voltage of the SBC. The comparisons on the 

characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of each gate drivers are based on 

this analysis. The analysis performance is also narrowed down to node voltage, 

output voltage and current, gate to source voltage, body diode conduction loss, 

and output ripple peak-to-peak voltage and current. By having this analysis, the 

performance of the SBC can be assessed thoroughly. 

In node voltage analysis, the presence of the body diode conduction loss is 

evaluated. The body diode conduction loss is measured as in Figure 19 where the 

body diode conduction time, tbd and the undershoot voltage or forward voltage v1 

are observed: 

S.lV .,.. · ·· · ·· · ·- · ;· · -------- ··· -- · .. , .•. · ·· · ·· · ·- · -------- --· ··- -· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· ··· · ·· --- ··- -·- -- ·-- · --- ·· · ··' 

: r 'i : I 
4.0V~ f ' · • I • 

' Node voltage ! 

t .. /~ 
ov 

I, ·-~:~ fJ 
-o.sv -t· -------,-- · ----------- "("" -------- · -- ··r · -- · -- -·---- --,--------------,---------------.------------- · ·r1 

321.89us 322.20us 322.40us 322.60us 322.80us 323.00Us 323.20us 
l' V {vnoc:l.e 1 

Time 

Figure 19: Body diode conduction loss 
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After obtaining all values, the body diode loss is calculated using Eq. (2). In 

order to ensure there exists body diode conduction in the SBC, I a, and Vr have to 

be observed. If I a, is negative and the Vj is more than -0.3 V, this indicates the 

body diode in the respective MOSFET is conducting. If I a, is positive but the Vj is 

more than -0.3 V, it still considers having a body diode conduction although there 

is no current flow in the body diode because the value of v1 is big enough to allow 

the current to flow in the body diode of the MOSFET. If V;· is less than -0.3 V, but 

I a, is negative, it also has the potential to allow for body diode conduction in the 

respective MOSFET due to presence of current flowing in it. 

3.6 Reporting 

This is the last step in the project where all findings will be compiled and 

written as technical report and hard-bounded thesis. 

3.7 Tools or Software 

In order to obtain the results, the PSPICE software is used. Here the type 

ofPSPCE software used is the MicroSim version 8. It is common software that is 

widely used by many researches circuit simulation. This software can test various 

types of the electronics components based on their manufacturer. So it is one of 

the advantages for the users as they can choose the most suitable components for 

their electronics circuit. In this project all circuits are designed and simulated 

using this software. All data such as the output voltage, current, and etc, will be 

obtained. 
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3.8 Comparative Assessment 

In this part, both circuits for AGD and Compensator-AGD with SBC 

circuit are compared with the combination of CGD [19], parallelism [26], and 

MPPT-Vpulse [27] with SBC. The comparisons are done based on the output 

voltage, current, output ripple peak-to-peak voltage and current and the body 

diode conduction loss incurred in the SBC. Each of the data will be compiled in 

the tables and appropriate graphs are plotted to see the significant differences 

between them. The differences will be studied and discussed based on the 

respective chosen parameters. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Results and Discussion 

This project discusses on the comparative assessments between continuous 

and self-driven PWM high frequency converters. With SBC as the output circuit, 

the CGD, AGD and Type III compensator are implemented in order to investigate 

the differences in performance between them. The continuous driven 

characteristics are observed when CGD is applied to the SBC. Then the circuit is 

modified by adding the AGD to M2 while Type III compensator to M1. Adding 

those circuits to SBC will result in generation of PWM signal without using Vputse· 

Graph on PWM signals, node voltage, inductor voltage, inductor current, 

output voltage and current are obtained for all the circuits. Those graphs are 

observed to analyze the performance of the SBC for all circuits. First, correct 

PWM signals are fed into the switch of the converter application. The voltage at 

node has to be equal to the input voltage. This indicates the correct PWM signals 

are used to turn on both of the switches. Meanwhile for the inductor current, it 

indicates the operation of SBC either in CCM or DCM. 
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4.1.1 Conventional Gate Driver, CGD 

The following waveforms are the simulated results for circuit designed in 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 20: PWM of the CGD 
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Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the PWM signals and node voltage, Vnode of 

CGD circuit. To ensure the PWM signal is generated correctly, Vnode has to be 

equal to the input voltage, V;. Thus the value of 12 V from the graph above shows 

the correct PWM has been generated to turn on both of the switches. 

The PWM specifications as in Table 3 are applied to both M 1 and M2. 

They are determined based on the switching frequency, Is of which is 1 MH.z. The 

purpose of using high switching frequency is to reduce the board size and 

component of the inductor and capacitor. 

From the switching frequency, the total period will be 1000 ns and the 

time rise, T,, dead time, tD and time fall, T1 are assumed and equally divided to 

both switch M1 and M2 This correct PWM signal for CGD is applied to the load 

circuit, SBC. 
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4.1.2 CGD with SEC 

In Figure 15, there are two sets of parameters that have been determined 

for CCM and DCM. Therefore, each of the conduction modes has its own distinct 

parameter values [19]. Meanwhile for the PWM pulses, they use the same PWM 

setting as in the CGD circuit. 

At first, ripple voltage is assumed to be 0.01 or 1 % so that, LlVL = 0.03. 

For CCM, output inductor is fixed to L1 = 15 11H [19]. Based on this value, the 

output capacitor is determined by using Eq. (3) to Eq. (7). As a result, the output 

capacitor, C1 is 0.625 11F [19]. These steps are repeated for DCM where the 

output inductor is set to L1 = l11H [19]. Thus the resultant output capacitor is 

9.375 !1F[19]. 

4.1.2.1 CGD with SEC Simulation Graph 

In 

5V .,. ...... ,. ... ,.,. ... ,.,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,. .................. ---------------------------·--·-;::·--=---===--=----=---=----=·--=--= 

M, 

! . 
0 ---------------------------------------------·"'-'---------'--"··------------------------------------------------

' ~(M2:g,M2:s) 
5V n······································-······ ···'~--------l-··········-

o ________ _w 

117.71U5 117.85us ?U.9~U<; 2'/I.~Sus 128.illlS 111.1l'iOS 11H.1lll 1?8.15\IS na.11us 1ll.11us 118.31lls 22!1.35us 118.UUI WUIUs 

Figure 22: PWM of the SBC with CGD 
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Figure 22 shows the PWM signal for SBC with CGD. It is noted that tv of 

both M1 and M2 are 15 ns. With this tv the SBC does not experience cross 

conduction loss when both of the switches are partially or fully on. However with 

large tv. it can experience some drawbacks which can be observed based on the 

resultant waveforms. One of the drawbacks seen in this project is the body diode 

conduction losses. Here, the body diode conduction losses increase with dead 

time. The body diode conduction losses in the SBC will be explained in detail in 

section 4.2.2. 

4.1.2.2 CGD with SEC Simulation Graph for CCM 
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Figure 23: lo. Vo. and lu CGD with SBC _ CCM 

CCM occurs when current in the energy transfer inductor never goes to 

zero between the switching cycles. This means that inductor current cannot be 

instantaneously interrupted. As M1 is conducting, it results in a sudden change in 

the inductor current. SBC as shown in Figure 23 operates in the CCM where there 

is no negative value of the inductor current. Here the lower peak of the inductor 

current shows in Figure 23 is equal to 705.577 rnA. This CCM operation implies 

low output power in SBC. Hence it introduces a drawback if standby efficiency is 
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a major concern because, once the MOSFET's conduction loss comes into picture, 

the total power dissipation will be relatively large [20]. Both of the output voltage 

and current in the Figure 21 have peak to peak ripples of 1.66 % C'71~~~!:959 X 

100 x z) and 1.62 % (776
'
531

m-
770

'
260

m x 100 x z) respectively. 
776.531m 

2.8 ------ ---- -- --- ---- -- --- ---- ----- ---- ---------- ------- ----- ---- ---------. --- ----- ---------- --- --- ---- ----7 ~----

. 2.6959V 

r 
Io(avg) 

7 
. 770.260 rnA 
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Figure 24: Valavg) and Ialavg) of the SBC _ CCM 

The average output voltage, Vo(m•g) is 2.6959 V, and the average output 

current Io(avg) is 770.260 rnA. Both values are shown in Figure 24. The voltage 

obtained slightly differs from the theoretical value, 3 V. This is due to the ripples 

that occur at the resultant output as shown in Figure 23 where both of the output 

voltage and current's waveforms have high ripples values. Besides, the losses that 

dissipated in the gate drivers and SBC, such as the body diode conduction losses 

and switching losses can also affect the resultant output voltage and current. So in 

order to have an accurate result, it is imperative to ensure that the ripples are small 

enough and also reduce the possible losses such as the body diode conduction 

losses. 
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4.1.2.3 CGD with SEC Simulation Graph for DCM 
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Figure 25: Io, Vo. and Iu CGD with SBC _ DCM 

As for DCM, the inductor current goes to zero during the part of switching 

cycle. There will be a short interval where the inductor current is zero and this is 

shown in Figure 25, where there is a negative polarity at lower peak of the 

inductor current having the value of -333.166 rnA In addition, the output voltage 

and current have fewer ripples compared to when it is in CCM. Here the output 

ripples peak-to-peak for both output voltage and current are 1.06 % 

(
2.7189-2.7045 x 100 x z) and 1.02% (679.608m-676,129m x 100 x z) respectively. 

2.7189 679.608m 
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Figure 26: Vo(avg) and Io(avg) of the SBC _ DCM 

Figure 26 shows the average output voltage and current for CGD with 

SBC circuit. The Vo(avg) is observed to be 2. 7045 V which is same as when the 

SBC operates in CCM. However, Io(avg) is found to be much lower than in CCM 

which has a value of 676.129 rnA. 

Table 4 : CGD with SBC for CCM and DCM 

CGD [19] 
Improvement of 
CGD CCMto 

CCM DCM DCM(%) 

Volav£). (V) 2.70 2.70 0.00 

fo(IVJ<, (rnA) 770.26 676.13 12.22 

hmax oeak (A) 0.85 1.72 -50.58 

LIVov-v(%) 1.66 1.06 -36.14 

Llloo-o (%) 1.62 1.02 -37.04 

Psn(mW) 16.87 6.29 62.71 

Table 4 shows the comparisons of the output results between CCM and 

DCM for CGD with SBC circuit. It can be noted that, the output current is 
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reduced when the SBC operates in DCM condition. However, in DCM condition 

the body diode conduction loss, Psv is reduced to 62.71 %. This is because by 

allowing inductor current ito to operate in DCM, can help minimize the losses has 

caused by the switches, where the M1 switch will experience switching loss and a 

reverse recovery loss in switchM2 body diode [19]. 

4.1.3 AGD with SBC 

Next part in this work is to evaluate AGD which is connected to M2 of the 

. SBC circuit as shown in Figure 16. Again, PWM signal for M1 is supplied from 

pulse voltage source, Vpulse having the same setting as mentioned in table 3. 

As for the AGD circuit, the delay is set by digital clock stimulus, Vp2. The 

setting of Vp2 has to be based on the V pulse at MJ. This is to avoid the cross 

conduction between the two switches. Having AGD in the circuit helps control the 

dead time between the two switches and improve the performance of SBC by 

reducing the body diode conduction loss. 

As illustrated in Figure 16, the node voltage is captured and fed into the 

input of the comparator. Vnode is then compared with the reference voltage, Vref 

The digital clock in the circuit is fed into the AND gate so that when it is triggered 

with output 1, M2 will not turn on until the Vnode is equal to zero. AGD with SBC 

circuit is operating in two conduction modes: CCM and DCM. The parameters 

used are the same for CGD and SBC circuit as previously mentioned in Table 3. 
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4.1.3.1 AGD with SBC simulation graphs for PWM 
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Figure 27: PWM for AGD with SBC 

PWM in Figure 27 shows that the tv between both of the switches are 

smaller than CGD with SBC. Here tv is equal to 9 ns. Having smaller tv results in 

smaller body diode conduction loss. This is because the body diode conduction 

period is related to the tv of the MOSFET and this is proven as in Eq. (2). 

Based on Figure 27 also, it is noted that PWM for M2, does not reach 0 V 

as it is turned off. This shows that M2 does not fully turn off due to some factors 

such as the effect of the parasitic capacitance where the charging and discharging 

of it can actually affect the turn on and off of the Vgs of M2. Besides the setting of 

the AGD can control the dead time between M 1 and M2. This is one of the reasons 

why the issue occurs. It is because, an appropriate dead time has to be set 

accordingly based on the duty ratio of M1 since it has rapid turn on and off 

conditions which can produce a stress to M2 switching condition. 
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However in this case, M2 considered off because, it has the value of 134 

m V which is smaller than the threshold voltage, V,h of M2 which is 4 V. The V,h of 

M2 depends on the type of MOSFET. Since the MOSFET used is from IRFP250 

family, the V,h value is obtained from IRFP250 datasheet [21]. 

4.1.3.2 AGD with SBC Simulation Graph for CCM 
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Figure 28: Io, Vo, and Iu AGD with SBC _ CCM 

Figure 28 shows the resultant output voltage, current and inductor current 

for AGD with SBC in CCM, where it shows the lower peak value of inductor 

current equal to 700.559 rnA. Meanwhile the generated output waveforms have 

the resultant output ripple peak-to-peak of voltage and current which are given as 

2.23 % (2.7102-2.680 X 100 X z) and 2.2l % (774.337m-765.764m X 100 X z) 
2.7102 774.337m 

respectively. 
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Figure 29: Vo(avgJ and IoravgJ of the AGD with SBC _ CCM 

From Figure 29, the average of both output current and voltage are 

recorded and it is observed that by adding AGD control scheme, the output 

voltage and current are slightly decreased compared to CGD with SBC. Here the 

2.68 V of output voltage and 765.764 rnA of output current have been obtained 

after the circuit is simulated. 

4.1.3.3 AGD with SBC Simulation Graph for DCM 
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Figure 30:10, Vo, and!LI AGD with SBC_DCM 
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Figure 31: Vo(avg) and lo(avg) of the AGD with SBC _ DCM 

In DCM, it yields same results as CGD with SBC in DCM where, the 

ripples that present in resultant output voltage and current are much less compare 

when it is in CCM. They are illustrated in Figure 28. The output ripples here are 

measured from peak-to-peak, where 1.65% c-7~4:::~682 X 100 X 2) is the ripple at 

the output voltage and 1.62 % (676
_osom-

670
'
603

m x 100 x 2) is the ripple output 
676.080m 

current The negative value which is -339.997 rnA proves that this SBC operates 

in DCM. Meanwhile in Figure 31, the average values for both of them are 2.682V 

and 670.603mA. Based on the average values, it shows that the current decreases 

when SBC enters the DCM. 
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Table 5: AGD with SBC for CCM and DCM 

AGD 
Improvement of 
AGD CCMto 

CCM DCM DCM(%) 

Vo(avz). (V) 2.68 2.68 0.00 

foav2 , (rnA) 765.76 670.60 12.43 

hmax peak (A) 0.84 1.72 -51.16 

LIVop-p(o/o) 2.23 1.65 26.01 

Lllop-p (%) 2.21 1.62 26.70 

PsD(mW) 20.79 4.63 77.73 

Same goes for Table 4 for AGD with SBC in CCM, where it also results in 

higher output voltage and current when it is in CCM condition and reduction in 

the PsD up to 77.73 %when operating in DCM condition. 

4.1.4 Compensator-AGD with SBC 

The Type III compensator and AGD are added to the SBC. Same for other 

circuits, all parameters for the output circuit are determined based on its 

conduction mode. In this case, there is no V pulse used to supply the PWM signal to 

both switches. M1 is controlled by the compensator and for M2, AGD is applied to 

control the signal. 

The purpose of the compensator is to have a close loop of the SBC 

network where it allows load perturbations or changes in the input voltage that 

might affect the output. Thus a proper compensator network has to be designed so 

that the system can allow the predictable bandwidth with unconditionally stability 
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[ 1 0]. In this part, Type III compensator as in Figure 11 is designed to compensate 

the SBC network. 

Therefore an ideal Bode plot with a gain that roll off at a slope of -20 

dB/decade, crossing 0 dB at the desired bandwidth and phase margin which 

greater than 45° has to be obtained. This type of compensator utilizes two zeroes 

that give a phase boost of 180° This will counteract the effect of under damped 

resonance of the output filter at the double pole. In SBC network, the bandwidth 

for the compensator designed is taken between 20 %-30 % of the switching 

frequency [10, 12]. 

Before the parameters are chosen, transfer functions of SBC, compensator 

and the combination of both of them have to be determined. The SBC system, the 

transfer function is given in Eq. (15). As for Type III compensator transfer 

function, it is obtained after the positioning of zeros and poles locations given as 

in Eq. (9). 

Since only M1 is applied with the compensator network, all bode plots and 

transfer functions of the SBC system are generated based on the buck converter 

application. This includes the overall bode plot and transfer function of the SBC 

with the compensator. Thus the overall of the system's transfer function is shown 

in Eq. (16). 
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A) Bode plot for SBC system 

There are two parts of bode plot for this system. First is when the SBC is 

conducting in CCM and the other is when it is in DCM. These bode plots will 

show the stability of the SBC systems before and after adding the compensator. 

i) SBC system (CCM) 

i 
0 1---..... -~~-;..:---------- -----------------------------------------

i -50 

2 
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Figure 32: Bode plot ofSBC_CCM 
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Figure 33: Bode plot of SBC with Compensator_ CCM 

10° 

Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the phase margin after and befire applying the 

Type III compensator. Here it is observed that the phase margin is decreased from 

16 8° to 61 o. The phase margin is determined by the differences between the phase 

at 0 dB gain to the -180°, where -180° is the critical output phase angle of the 

operational amplifier. Thus before the compensator is added the resultant phase 

margin is -12.1°- (-180°) = 167.9° which is almost accurate to the MATLAB 

simulation shown in Figure 32. This value shows that the system is less stable due 

to the phase margin obtained is beyond the feedback design characteristics. But 

once Type III compensator is added, the phase margin is given by -119° -( -180°) = 

61°. This shows that the stability of the SBC system has been improved when 

constructed with the compensator. 
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ii) SEC system (DCM) 
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Figure 35: Bode plot ofSBC with Compensator_DCM 
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Same goes when it is conducted in DCM. The bode plots as in Figure 34 

and Figure 35 show the phase margin of the SBC increased from 17.8° to 47.1° 

which is good enough to ensure stability of the system. The phase margin for the 

SBC system without the compensator is given by -162°- (-180°) = 18°. Similarly, 

in CCM, the value obtained is almost the same to the MATLAB simulation result. 

After the system is modified with the compensator, the phase margin obtained is -

133°-(-180°) = 47°. Although the phase margin does not reach up to 61° like in 

CCM, it still considers to be in the stabilized condition because it satisfies the 

feedback design characteristic where to ensure the stability of a system, the phase 

margin has to be more than 45° as stated in section 2.5. 

4.1.4.1 Compensator-AGD with SBC Simulation Graph for CCM 

After the compensator is designed, the SBC is ready to be resimulated 

completely with AGD at M2 and the resultant waveforms for the converter are 

observed and analyzed. 
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Figure 36:10 , Vo, andlu Compensator-AGD with SBC_CCM 
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Figure 36 shows the output voltage, current and inductor current for SBC. 

It is noticeable that the output voltage and current have increased compared to the 

circuit in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Besides, the output voltage and current 

waveforms have smaller ripples that present in it. Here output ripple voltage peak

to-peak,.dVop:p is 2.10 % c·023°;2
2~988 X 100 X 2) and output ripple current, Lflop-p 

I (
862.745m-853.766m ) . a so equal to 2.08 % x 100 x 2 . For Iu, 1t proves that the 

862.74Sm 

operation of the converter is in CCM where, there is no negative polarity shown in 

the waveforms. 
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Figure 37: Vo(avg) and Io(avg) Compensator-AGD with SBC _ CCM 

Figure 37 shows the average output voltage and current where the values 

are 2.988 V and 853.766 rnA respectively. The value of the voltage almost 

satisfies the theoretical value for the SBC which is 3 V. Moreover, there are also 

some drawbacks occurred when both of the controllers are applied to the SBC. 

One of the drawbacks is shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Vnode, and Vdsl for Compensator-AGD with SBC _ CCM 

Figure 38 above shows that Vnode is not 12 V. It only reaches to 9.127 V. 

Another 3 V is found to be in M1. This is indicated in the black circle where the 

switching characteristic of the VasJ does not meet the expectation. In switching 

characteristic, the drain to source voltage, Vas is considered to turn off when the 

voltage is below than 1 V. But in this case the voltage only indicates at 3 V. 

··-·-,----------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
12V 

Figure 39: Vgsi and Vas1for Compensator-AGD with SBC _ CCM 
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Based on the theory, when the gate to source voltage, Vgs is turned on, the 

Vdshas to be turned off and vice versa. As shown in Figure 39, Vds1 for M 1 is not 

fully turned off when the Vgsl is turned on. In this case, p-MOSFET is used as M1 

of the SBC and hence Vgsl is turned on when negative voltage is supplied to M1. 

Due to the improper turn-on and turned-off of the Vdsl appear in SBC, this 

situation contributes to switching issue at M1. However, Vnode obtained is 

considered to be enough to produce 3 V of output voltage since the voltage drop 

at the output inductor, L1 is around 6 V. This is illustrated in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Vu for Compensator-AGD with SBC ~ CCM 

4.1.4.2 Compensator-AGD with SEC Simulation Graph for DCM 
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Figure 41:10 , Va, andlu Compensator-AGD with SBC~DCM 
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Same as in CCM, Figure 41 illustrates the output current, voltage and 

inductor current for SBC in DCM. The, LIVop-p and Lllop-p are higher than in CCM. 

. (3.04 7-2.994 ) InthJscase,LIVop-pandLII0p-preachupto3.48% 
3
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047 

x 100 xz and3.41% 

(
761.85m-748.86m 100 ) · 1 D hi h · 1 h J d 

76
1.ssm x x 2 respective y. ue to g npp es, t e o ecreases 

compared to CCM and this is shown in Figure 40. For V0 , the average value of 

2. 994 V also shows that this value almost satisfies the theoretical value of 3 V. 

Then for Io the average value of 748.85 mA indicating that the current is 

decreasing as the SBC enters DCM. Both of the average values are shown in 

Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: Vo(avg) and Io(avg) Compensator-AGD with SBC _ DCM 
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Figure 43: Vnode. and Vas I for Compensator-AGD with SBC DCM 
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Figure 44: V8, 1 and Va,1for Compensator-AGD with SBC _ DCM 

The SBC also experiences the issue where Vnode which is not equal to 12 V 

and it is shown in Figure 43. This is due to the same reason as in CCM where the 

Vasi does not meet the switching characteristics. Both of them also experience 

same problem as in CCM where V8, 1 and VasJ issue are not theoretically correct 

This is shown in Figure 44_ 
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Figure 45: Vu for Compensator-AGD with SBC DCM 

But the resultant waveforms for this converter still manage to produce 3 V 

of output voltage because the voltage across the inductor is 7 V as shown in 

Figure 45. 

Table 6: Compensator- AGD with SBC for CCM and DCM 

Compensator-AGD 
Improvement of 

CCM DCM 
Compensator-
AGD CCMto 

DCM(%) 

Vo(av~). (V) 2.99 2.99 0.00 

loav~JmA) 853.77 748.86 12.29 

hmax peak (A) 0.92 1.63 -77.17 

L1Vop-p(%) 2.10 3.48 65.71 

L1foa-a (%) 2.08 3.41 63.94 

hv(mW) 0.00 0.00 0.00% 

Based on Table 6, it has same results similar to Table 5 where the resultant 

output for voltage and current have higher values in CCM and lower in DCM. 

Besides, it results in smaller ripple values compared to AGD with SBC circuit 

which is shown in Figure 28. But the ripples increase as it enters the DCM. This is 

due to the small value of inductor used that results in large peak inductor current 
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and output ripple current which generates large switching nmse and ripple 

voltages at the output [22]. 

4.2 Comparison of Continuous and Self-driven PWM in High Frequency 

Converter. 

Here the continuous driven behaviour will be observed based on CGD 

with SBC circuits. For the self-driven, it will be represented by the AGD with 

SBC and Compensator-AGD on SBC circuits. In this work the differences 

between all the circuits are observed for their node voltage, body diode 

conduction losses, output voltage and current, and the gate voltages, Vgs for M1. 

It is found that they are some improvements at the output voltage and 

current and also some drawbacks seen when the controllers are applied to both M1 

and M2. Hence each of the waveforms obtained are compared in order to see the 

significant differences between all the designed circuits for both CCM and DCM. 
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4.2.1 Node Voltage 
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Figure 46: Vnode, body diode for CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD _ CCM 

As mentioned before, node voltage is one of the important points to be 

observed. It indicates the correct switching signal that will be fed into the 

converter. For all the conduction modes, Vnode has to be close to the input voltage. 

Figure 46, shows the Vnode of all the circuits in CCM. For Figure 47, it shows the 

Vnode in DCM. 
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Figure 47: Vnode, body diode for CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD _DCM 

From Figure 46 and Figure 47, Vnode for the combination of Type III 

compensator and AGD is not equal to the input voltage. It has the value of 9.159 

V for CCM and 10.91 V for DCM_ The remaining voltages are dissipated in MJ. 

This can be observed where the Vas1 as shown in Figure 38 and Figure 43 does not 

fully tum on and off correctly. Both the turn-on and turned-off states for VasJ start 

and stop at 3 V due to the same switching issue which is stated in section 4.1.4.1 

This is also similar for the SBC operating in DCM Although the switching signal 

is not really accurate when the compensator and AGD are applied, it is still able to 

produce 3 V of the output voltage_ Eventually, the voltage across the inductor for 

CCM and DCM are 6 V and 7 V respectively and this is proven by Vo ~ V node

Vu. 
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4. 2. 2 Body Diode Conduction Loss 

Body diode conduction loss is detected when M1 and M2 are switched off. 

So it is important to keep the dead time for both switches small enough so that, 

the losses can be minimized. 
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Figure 48: Body diode co for CGD with SBC and AGD with SBC _ CCM 

Figure 48 indicates the body diode conduction for CGD with SBC and 

AGD with SBC circuits in CCM. In CCM mode, the body diode conduction 

occurs at both M1 and M2. Although it is seen that the M2 body diode undershoot 

voltage is less than -0.3 V, it is still counted as the body diode conduction loss 

because there is current of ldsl flowing in it. ldsl has the negative value which 
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indicates the duration of body diode conduction of M2. Figure 49 below shows the 

Ias2 and Vnode for CGD with SBC and AGD with SBC circuits in CCM. 
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Figure 50: Body diode conduction for CGD with SBC and AGD with SBC DCM 

For DCM there is only M2 body diode conduction in both CGD with SBC 

and AGD with SBC which is proven in Figure 50. Thus the total of body diode 

conduction loss in DCM is much smaller than it is in CCM Meanwhile when 

Type III compensator and AGD are implemented in the SBC circuit, there is no 

body diode loss in the converter for both CCM and DCM This is shown in Figure 

46 and Figure 47. By having a controller that controls the switching of both M1 

and M2. this can improve the performance of the SBC since the dead time between 

them can be adjusted accordingly. 
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4.2.3 Output Voltage and Current 

Having AGD to control M2 of the SBC, this has slightly decreased the 

output voltage and current. But as it is implemented with the compensator, the 

output voltage almost satisfies the theoretical value of 3V as illustrated in Figure 

37 and Figure 42. Besides, the output current also increases for CCM and DCM 

compared when the SBC is constructed with the AGD and CGD. However, the 

combination of compensator and AGD results in high output voltage and current 

ripples when it is operated in DCM. They have the highest ripple percentage 

compared to the SBC with AGD and also with CGD. So implementing both with 

the controllers to the SBC also gives some disadvantages and advantages. 

4.2.4 Gate to Source Voltage, Vgsl of M1 

In this project, the gate to source voltage of M1, VgsJ is observed. This is 

because, for the compensator and AGD with SBC, type p-MOSFET is used to 

turn on the converter. The purpose of using this type of MOSFET is to regulate 

voltage and current regulation by means of suitable feedback [23]. Since the 

compensator is also one of the feedback circuits, p-MOSFET is chosen to be the 

M1 switch so that the converter can have correct switching voltage. Besides, 

having p-MOSFET used as M1 in a totem-pole arrangement with an n-MOSFET 

will simulate high current and high power complementary MOS, CMOS 

arrangement [24]. 

Thus the difference in the Vgsl for this circuit requires a negative voltage to 

turn on the p-MOSFET. For CGD and AGD with SBC circuits, positive voltage is 

needed since they use n-MOSFET as M1. Figure 51 shows the Vgsl for, CGD with 

SBC, AGD with SBC and Compensator- AGD with SBC. 
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Figure 51: Vgsl for CGD, AGD and Compensator-AGD with SBC 

From Figure 51, it is noticed that Vgsl for Compensator-AGD with SBC, 

does not reach zero when they are turned off. It has the value of -0.530 V. 

However, it is considered to be off because the value of -0.530V is below the V,h 

of the p-MOSFET. The Vth of the MOSFET can be obtained based on the type of 

the p-MOSFET used. Here the p-MOSFET used is from IRFR9212 family having 

-4V of Vth [25]. Besides Vgsi for compensator-AGD circuit gives high switching 

voltage that is around 8.5 V compared to CGD and AGD with SBC circuits which 

is only 5 V. 
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Table 7: Comparison between AGD and Compensator- AGD for CCM 

CCM 
Improvement of 

AGD Compensator- Compensator-
AGD AGDtoAGD 

(%) 

V <>(av!(), (V) 2.68 2.99 10.37 

foaw,(mA) 765.76 853.77 10.31 

hmax veak (A) 0.84 0.92 8.70 

LIVov-v (%) 2.23 2.10 6.19 

Llfov-v (%) 2.21 2.08 6.25 

PsD (mW) 20.79 0.00 100 

Table 8: Comparison between AGD and Compensator- AGD for DCM 

DCM 

Compensator -
Improvement of 

AGD Compensator-AGD to 
AGD AGD(%) 

Va(av<r!, (V) 2.68 2.99 10.37 

!olav•!. (rnA) 670.60 748.86 10.45 

lLmax peak (A) 1.72 1.63 5.52 

LIVoa-o (%) 1.65 3.48 -52.59 

Llfov-0 (%) 1.62 3.41 -52.49 

PsD(mW) 4.63 0.00 100 
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Table 7 and Table 8 show the improvements between AGO and 

Compensator-AGO circuit with SBC based on their conduction mode. Overall it is 

seen that adding controllers to the conventional SBC shows several improvements 

especially in increasing the output voltage, current, lowering the ripples and also 

eliminating the body diode conduction loss. However, it still has drawbacks such 

as an increase in output voltage and current ripples when the converter enters the 

OCM. 

On the other hand, implementing AGO to M2, is not really practical 

because based on Table 7 and Table 8, it shows that the combination of two 

controllers are much better than adding AGO only to the SBC. This is because, 

AGO only controls the dead time of both switches and by constructing it with the 

SBC, it results in decreasing the output voltage and current. Therefore this AGO 

control scheme is not recommended for M2 of the SBC, since the purpose of this 

project is to obtain output current as high as possible. 
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Figure 52: Comparison between AGO and Compensator-AGO for CCM 
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Figure 53: Comparison between AGD and Compensator-AGO for DCM 

Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the comparison between AGD and the 

combination of compensator and AGD for CCM and DCM respectively. The 

figures indicate that the output voltage and current have improved when the 

converter is modified to be a self-driven circuit. In addition the body diode 

conduction loss becomes zero as both controllers are implemented to the circuit. 

This shows that both M1 and M2 fully turn on and off alternately without allowing 

the circulating inductor current flows into the body diode. Here both of the 

controllers manage to compensate the dead time for M 1 and M 2 to minimum as 

possible. 

However, not all self driven gate drivers can guarantee a perfect and 

desired output since it also needs some improvements and modifications. Thus the 

continuous and self driven PWM have their own advantages and drawbacks when 

they are applied to the SBC circuit. 
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4.3 Comparative Assessments of SBC with Continuous and Self Driven Gate 

Drive circuits. 

In this project the conventional SBC is also compared with the CGD, 

AGD, Compensator-AGD, MPPT-Vpulse circuit (APPENDIX B) and also the 

parallelism of M 1 and M2 (APPENDIX B). The continuous driven behaviour is 

analyzed based on the SBC constructed with CGD and when both of the switches 

are paralleled with more than one MOSFET. For the self-driven characteristics, 

three circuits will be compared. They are SBC modified by adding the AGD to 

M2, combining Type III compensator with AGD and also the combination of the 

MPPT and Vpulse· 

The analysis is done based on the output voltage, current, peak-to-peak 

ripple and body diode conduction losses. In parallelism technique, M1 is 

paralleled with four MOSFET and it is applied to the CCM [26]. Meanwhile for 

DCM, M1 is paralleled with four MOSFETs and for M2, with three MOSFETs. All 

data are tabulated in Table 9 and Table 10 for the CCM and Table 11 and Table 

12 forDCM. 
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Table 9: Comparison between CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD, Parallelism, and MPPT _ CCM 

CCM I 

CGD 
AGD Compensator -AGD 

Parallelism- M1:4, M2: 1 MPPT- V pulse ! 

[191 [26] [27] 

Vo(avg), (V) 2.70 2.68 2.99 2.69 3.09 

foavg, (rnA) 770.26 765.76 853.77 863.84 882.27 
! 

LIVo v-P (%) 1.66 2.23 2.10 1.86 0.95 
. 

Lllov-o(%) 1.62 2.21 2.08 2.36 0.95 

Pen(mW) 16.87 20.79 0.00 10.70 0.00 

Table 10: Improvement of CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD, Parallelism and MPPT _ CCM 

CCM 

Improvement 
Improvement 

Improvement 
Improvement of Improvement of Improvement of Improvement of 

ofAGDto 
ofAGDto 

ofAGDto Compensator- Compensator - Compensator- Compensator-

CGD(%) Parallelism 
MPPT(%) 

AGDtoCGD AGDtoAGD AGDto AGDtoMPPT-
(%) (%) (%) Parallelism (%) v,..,~ (%) 

Vo(avg), (V) -0.75 -0.37 -15.30 9.70 10.37 10.03 -3.34 

foavg. (rnA) -0.59 -12.81 -15.21 9.78 10.31 -1.18 -3.34 
' 

LIVo P-P (%) -25.56 -16.59 -57.40 -20.95 6.19 -11.43 -54.76 

Lllop-p(%) -26.70 6.79 -57.01 -22.12 6.25 13.46 -54.33 

-100 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 
I 

PBn(mW) -18.86 -48.53 I 

' 
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Table 11: Comparison between CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD, Parallelism, and MPPT DCM 

DCM 

CGD [19] AGD Compensator- AGD 
Parallelism- MJ:4, M2: 3 

MPPT- Vpuise [27] 
[26] 

Vo(avg), (V) 2.70 2.68 2.99 2.74 3.11 

foavg, (rnA) 676.13 670.60 748.86 758.52 777.81 

Vo p-p (%) 1.06 1.65 3.48 1.34 1.35 

fop-p(%) 1.02 1.62 3.41 1.00 1.35 

PBn(mW) 6.29 4.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 
L__ ___ 

Table 12: Improvement ofCGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD, Parallelism, andMPPT_DCM 

DCM 
Improvement Improvement Improvement Improvement of Improvement of Improvement of Improvement of 

ofAGDto AGDto AGDto Compensator- Compensator- Compensator- Compensator-
CGD(%) parallelism (%) MPPT(%) AGD to CGD (%) AGDtoAGD AGDto AGDtoMPPT-

(%) Parallelism (%) v;,"'" (%) 

Vorav~l. (V) -0.75 -2.24 -16.05 9.70 10.37 8.36 -4.01 

I OQVf{, (rnA) -0.82 -13.11 -15.99 9.71 10.45 -1.29 -3.87 

V0 ,..0 (%) -35.76 -18.79 -18.19 -69.54 -52.59 -61.49 -61.21 

fov-v(%) -37.04 -38.27 -16.67 -70.09 -52.49 -70.67 -60.41 

PEn (mW) 35.85 -100 -100 100 100.00 0.00 0.00 
- -----------
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4.3.1 Comparison in CCM 

Table 9 and Table 10 indicate the comparisons and improvements of the 

CGD, AGD, compensator, MPPT and parallelism of the SBC in CCM 

respectively. From the tables, it is observed that AGD with SBC has the lowest 

values for output voltage and current compared to others. Besides, the SBC has 

the highest body diode conduction loss when AGD is added to M2 compared to 

when it is implemented with the other circuits. Here the value of the body diode 

conduction loss is 20.79 mW (Table 9). 

In terms of output voltage ripples, the AGD with SBC circuit has the 

highest value where the ripple is 2.23 % (Table 9). However when the SBC is 

upgraded by combining the Type III compensator to M1, this proposed SBC 

becomes the third best circuit. This is because, there are some improvements to 

the output voltage, current and also reduction in body diode conduction losses. 

Here the body diode conduction loss in the circuit is equal to zero. 

For the output voltage, it satisfies the design requirement. Similar in 

adding AGD only to M2, the combination of compensator and AGD also results in 

highest output peak-to-peak voltage ripple, 2.10% (Table 9). For the output peak

to-peak ripple current, the SBC results in highest value when M1 is paralleled with 

four MOSFETs. 

Thus from the observations, SBC with AGD implemented to M2, does not 

meet the desired results as it decreases the output voltage, current and increases 

the voltage and current ripple and also the body diode conduction losses. Even the 

CGD with SBC can produce higher output voltage and current compared when it 

is modified with the AGD control scheme. The CGD improves the output voltage 

by 0.75% and 0.59% (Table 10) for the output current. 

In addition when the compensator is constructed with AGD in SBC circuit, 

those parameters which are the output voltage and current have improved. But it is 
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the third best circuit because, the best results that SBC can achieve is when the 

:MPPT control circuit is applied. 

As in Table 9, when the SBC with :MPPT controller [27] is applied to it, 

this improves the output voltage up to 3.09 V, output current up until 882.27 rnA 

and also lowers the output ripple peak-to-peak for both voltage and current to 0.95 

% only. Similar to compensator-AGD, adding :MPPT controller can also reduce 

the body diode conduction losses to zero . 
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Figure 54: Comparison between CGD, AGD, Compensator-AGD, Parallelism and 

:MPPT-V pulse for CCM 

Figure 54 illustrates the performance of SBC with CGD, AGD, 

parallelism, compensator-AGD and MPPT- Vp11ise circuits operating in CCM. It 

shows that the MPPT-VpuLse has the best performance due to high output voltage 

and current and smaller output peak-to-peak ripples which are much smaller when 

compared to others. For AGD with SBC only, it becomes the least best circuit 

because of the lowest output voltage and current values and highest ripples at the 

output. As for the combination of compensator and AGD, it requires to have some 
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improvements so that the resultant output peak-to-peak ripples can be less and 

hence improve the efficiency of the SBC. To eliminate the body diode conduction 

loss, compensator-AGD and MPPT-Vpulse are most recommended controllers to be 

applied to the SBC. 

4.3.2 Comparison in DCM 

In DCM, Table 11 and Table 12 show the comparisons and improvements 

of CGD, AGD, parallelism, Compensator-AGD and MPPT-Vpulse circuits 

implemented to SBC respectively. In this case, comparison is almost similar in 

CCM where, by implementing AGD to SBC results in the lowest output current 

and voltage. The only different is in term of the body diode conduction losses 

where CGD with SBC, this results in highest value which is given by 6.29mW 

(Table II). When adding AGD only to M2, the body diode conduction loss is 

reduced by 35.85% (Table 12). This in line with the function of the AGD 

controller where it controls the dead time to the smallest value. 

The combination of compensator and AGD also is the third best circuit 

when the output voltage and current are taken into account. Both of the output 

parameters increase once the two controllers are constructed with SBC. However 

SBC with MPPT circuit would be the most preferable combination since it yields 

the highest output voltage and current. 

The compensator-AGD with SBC circuit gives the highest output peak-to

peak ripple voltage and current. Here the ripples are 3.48% and 3.41% 

respectively (Table 11 ). Thus it can be said that the performance of the SBC 

decreased due to the high ripple when the controllers are applied to SBC. 
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Compared to CGO and the parallelism, both of them have less output 

voltage and current ripples. It is observed when SBC's switches are paralleled 

with more than one MOSFET where the output ripple current reduces to 1% 

(Table 11). 

On the other hand, in OCM the SBC experiences the reduction in body 

diode conduction loss for the case of parallelism, Compensator- AGO and MPPT

V pulse· This is shown as in Table 11. 

4.00 

• OCMCGO 

•OCMAGO 

•OCM~aodAGO 

• OCM,., ......... Ioi14.Ml S 

• OCMW,. • ..,., ... 

Figure 55: Comparison between CGO, AGO, Compensator-AGO, Parallelism and 

MPPT-V pulse for OCM 

Figure 55 illustrates the performance of SBC with SBC, AGO, 

Compensator-AGO, parallelism, and MPPT- Vpuue circuits as it is in OCM. From 

the figure, the SBC with compensator-AGO results in the highest ripples values 

compared to CGO, AGO, parallelism and MPPT -V puue· Having more ripples at the 
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output which can decrease the overall performance of the SBC. Similarly in CCM, 

applying AGD controller only to the SBC is not practical because from overall 

observation, it actually results in lowest output voltage and current, and also 

higher ripples at the output. Furthermore, although the resultant ripples in the 

Compensator-AGD with SBC are the highest, it still produces higher output 

current, voltage and reduces the body diode conduction loss. It just needs some 

improvements and modifications such as selecting the appropriate p-MOSFET 

based on designed specification in order to further reduce the output ripples. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Throughout the research, two types of gate drivers are designed and 

constructed. The first gate driver is the conventional gate driver, (CGD) which can 

be categorized as the continuous gate driver and the self driven gate driver. Both 

of the gate driver circuits are integrated with the synchronous buck converter, 

(SBC). As for the self driven gate driver, an AGD circuit has been implemented to 

M2 and Type III compensator to the M1 of the SBC circuit. 

Based on the results, adding AGD to M2 can reduce the body diode 

conduction loss and provide the shortest fD between M1 and M2 without producing 

shoot-through. Modifying the SBC by adding both controllers have improved the 

performance as this result in virtually zero PsD and less ripples compared to AGD. 

For SBC in CCM, it shows that the converter with both types of the gate drivers 

can produce high output current compared to DCM. However in DCM, the body 

diode conduction loss for the SBC is reduced. 

In addition, the AGD and Compensator-AGD with SBC circuits are 

compared with the MPPT-Vpulse with SBC and the parallelism of the SBC's 

switches. Based on the comparisons made, applying AGD directly 
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to M2 switch gives the least best combination circuit for the SBC compared to 

others. This is because, regardless to the lowest output voltage and current 

produced, it actually degrades the performance of the converter since it produces 

higher output peak-to-peak ripple for both voltage and current for CCM and 

DCM. 

However, since AGD can help reduce the tD of the M1 and M2, it gives 

smaller body diode conduction loss when it is compared with the CGD with SBC 

circuit. This is proven when the SBC conducts in DCM. So, AGD with SBC 

circuits works better during the DCM because it results in smaller output peak-to

peak ripple current and voltage, and also it has smaller body diode conduction 

loss. For the parallelism technique, it improves the SBC by reducing the output 

peak-to-peak ripple for both voltage and current by 1 %. 

5.2 Recommendations 

The suitable type ofMOSFETs for the SBC switching must be selected in 

order to upgrade the SBC when operating in the self-driven mode. This is 

because,: some drawbacks have been identified when AGD and compensator are 

applied to SBC. The SBC experiences the switching problem as mentioned in 

4.1.4.1 and 4.1.4.2. Thus M1 switch must be selected based on its electrical 

properties when operating in high switching frequency. Besides, investigation on 

the issu~ of Vdsi and Vnode of the SBC has to be carried out thoroughly so that the 

cause cah be determined. Despite of the SBC issue occurred in self-driven mode, 

having ~ontrollers implemented at M1 and M2 can eventually produce higher 

output v\lltage and current. So if the SBC requires higher current with a specific 

voltage at the load, it is recommended to apply this proposed SBC circuit with 

better feedback control scheme. 
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APPENDIX A 

Type III compensator MATLAB codes. 

% Calculates all the values and plots all the graphs for a 
Type III 

% Compensation 
function buck () 

Vd ~input(' Enter input voltage '); 
Vo ~input(' Enter output voltage '); 
R ~ input(' Enter the load '); 
fsw ~input(' Enter Switching Frequency in MHz '); 
Ripple~ input(' Enter allowed percentage ripple '); 
fsw ~ fsw*lE6 
deltaV ~ (Ripple/lOO)*Vo 
DC ~ Vo/Vd; 
c input (' Enter value 
c C*lE-6; 
L input ( ' Enter value 
L L*lE-6; 
Rl input (' Enter value 
Rl Rl*lE3; 

of Cin uF ' 

of Lin uF 

of Rl (K) 

rC input(' Enter value of ESR '); 
rL input(' Enter value of DCR '); 
DBW ~ 0.3*fsw 
FESR ~ l/(2*3.1415926535*rC*C) 
FLC 1/(2*3.1415926535*sqrt(L*C)) 
Rz2 (DBW/FLC)*Rl 
Cz2 l/(3.14159*Rz2*FLC) 

) ; 

' ) ; 

between 

Cpl Cz2/( (2*3.14159*Rz2*Cz2*FESR)-1) 
Rz3 Rl/((fsw/(2*FLC))-1) 
Cz3 l/(3.14159*Rz3*fsw) 
s ~ tf ( 's' ) ; 

% Transfer Function of Buck Converter 
%G ~ Vd/Vr; % 1/Vr is the effect of PWM 
N ~ l+s* (rC*C); 
D ~ l+s*((L+((rC+rL)*R*C))/R)+(sA2)*(L*C); 
Buck ~ N/D; 
figure(l) 
margin(Buck) 
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% transfer function of compensator 
Gl = (Rl+Rz3)/(Rl*Rz3*Cpl); 
Nl = s+(l/(Rz2*Cz2)); 
N2= s+(l/((Rl+Rz3)*Cz3)); 
DO s; 
Dl = s+((Cpl+Cz2)/(Rz2*Cpl*Cz2)); 
D2 = s+(l/(Rz3*Cz3)); 
Type3 = Gl*((Nl*N2)/(DO*Dl*D2) ); 
figure(2) 
bode(Type3) 
grid 

%Total open loop transfer function of Buck Converter. 
BuckType3 = Buck*Type3 
figure(3) 
margin(BuckType3) 
grid 
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APPENDIXD 
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